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PRINCESS MARGARET HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN 
Statement by Member for Nedlands 

MR W.R. MARMION (Nedlands — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [12.56 pm]: Last year the emergency 
department at Princess Margaret Hospital for Children closed, heralding the final transfer of clinical work to the 
new Perth Children’s Hospital, and completing the final chapter of a hospital that had served Western Australia 
for over 100 years. Both PMH and the new PCH sites, I am very happy to say, are located within my electorate of 
Nedlands. For 108 years, PMH and its dedicated doctors, nurses and support staff worked to treat our sick 
Western Australian children. Being the first dedicated children’s hospital in WA, it has quite a history and I think 
every parent, in some way or another, has had an interaction with PMH. As a father of five, I have visited PMH 
on many occasions, quite often late at night or in the early morning hours, and I was never the only parent there. 
The dedicated staff were there to address very serious situations, sometimes life or death, and comfort not only an 
ill child, but also concerned parents. It is remarkable that PMH started from a donation of just a threepenny piece, 
given by a young girl, and, over 108 years, morphed into a world-class children’s health site with 220 beds and 
serving 280 000 patients a year at the time of its closure. I am happy to hear that, in the ensuing redevelopment 
of the PMH site, not everything will be lost. Parts with heritage significance, including Godfrey House and the 
multi-faith building, will be kept in place. PMH has provided much comfort to children and their parents over the 
years. Its rich history and ethos continues just a few minutes down the road as part of the Queen Elizabeth II 
Medical Centre, the largest health campus in the southern hemisphere. 
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